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Merili Põllu

My goal is to get rid of my fears and do things with a light 
heart and freedom. Being an art school student has made 
me move in that way.
Accessory design and bookbinding speciality is a perfect 
choice for me, because the best thing about being a 
designer is that doing creative things you also make them 
practical.
I have always been a sensitive person and that is also seen 
in my works. I like when there is balance, not too much 
noise, rather simplicity. I like concrete shapes and pure 
lines with a sizzle. 
I have learned a lot at Estonian Academy of Arts, but I have 
yet to learn more so my jourgney is only in the beginning.

Accessõry design and bõõkbinding



Bag for yourself
TUTOR
MATERIALS

TECHNIQUE

PHOTO
MODEL

Karin Kallas
Chrome tanned leather, microsuede, metal zipper, chain, 
fittings
Inverted seam, seam with cutting edge, glued lining

Merili Põllu
Mona Madli Mölder

2019
This bag is designed to attach to a body from 
three places so it would be comfortable to wear 
while going out to dance. The third attachment 
is a chain which also functions as a decorative 
element.





Small leather goods collection
TUTOR
MATERIALS

TECHNIQUE

PHOTOS

MODELS

Marve Riisalu
ECCO Leather leather residue, microsuede, metal zipper, 
fittings
Inverted seam, seam with cutting edge, glued lining

Kertin Vasser
Elis Jurkatam
Keiti Kirt
Paula-Rebecca Pakkanen

2021
A collection of small accessories made in a 
sustainable way. Inspired by the (previous) 
project “Bag for yourself”, a collection 
of accessories consisting of different 
round shapes.





Stranger feelings
TUTOR
MATERIALS
TECHNIQUE

PHOTO
MODEL

Juta Mölder
Leather, decorative stones
Hand-stitched

2019
Eva Tarn
Merili Põllu

Music themed glove project. Listening 
to different music, these gloves were 
inspired by the beautiful, delicate love song 
“Stanger Feelings” by Dreamgirl.



“Forestonia” - Valdur Mikita
TUTOR
MATERIALS
TECHNIQUE

PHOTOLennart Mänd
Vegetable tanned leather, acrylic paint
Long-stitched binding, full leather binding, 
line technique

Merili Põllu

2019



Sandals - Clio
TUTOR
MATERIALS

PHOTO
MODEL

Marika Jylhä
Chrome tanned leather, fittings, chain, used soles

Elis Jurkatam
Merili Põllu

2019
Sandals with a mystical and slightly futuristic 
style. Instead of a simple show, their 
function is also to decorate the body.







Ethnography workshop
TUTOR
CO-AUTHOR
SUBCULTURES

PHOTO
MODEL

Maarja Viiding
Lea Heinoja
Teddy boy, Haenyeo

Merili Põllu
Eva Tarn

Storytelling by photos where to subcultures meet. 
Post-apocalyptic scene after flooding Haenyo 
comes out of water with findings - old technology 
that she can use as accessories.

2019





Bicycle bag for Ampler
TUTORS
MATERIALS

TECHNIQUE

PHOTO
MODEL

Stella Soomlais, Elise Kruusel, Martin Voltri
Chrome tanned leather, microsuede, metal zipper, chain, 
fittings
Inverted seam, seam with cutting edge, glued lining

Merili Põllu, Carmen Sibbul
Merili Põllu

2020
Seemingly a usual shoulder bag. However, 
the bag can be attached to the luggage rack 
with special fittings. This allows the user to 
carry the bag both on and off the bike.







“Soolatud luule” - Peep Ilmet
TUTOR
MATERIALS
TECHNIQUE

PHOTOIllu Erma
Vegetable tanned leather
Full leather binging, intarsia, cutting technique

Merili Põllu

2019



Nike AF1 workshop
TUTOR
MATERIALS

PHOTO
MODEL

Kelian Luisk
Chrome tanned leather, rubber soles

Merili Põllu
Liisbeth Suursild

2020
Sneakers based on the Nike AF1 model 
completed during a one-week workshop. 
Playfulness has been added to the classic Nike 
AF1 through flowy cuts and color choices.







Headwear; Inspired by traditional estonian headdress
TUTORS
MATERIALS

Marta Moorats
Cardboard (final marerial plywood)

2020
My works form collection we made with textile 
design students. Headwear which is inspired 
by traditional estonian headdress. These are 
not the final products. Final material should be 
plywood.



TUTORS
MATERIALS

TECHNIQUE

Volker Koch, Gerli Pesor
Laser cut acrylic glass, Ecco Leather stock leftovers, 
cardboard, PVC coated fabric
Laser cutting, seam with cutting edge

Novelty bag for Miista 2021
PHOTO
MODEL

Merili Põllu
Sandra Liivrand

Handles made from acrylic in hardware 
course. Then developed to a bag in novelty 
project. The idea is to echo the Miista 
brand’s identity with a novelty approach.







TUTORS
MATERIALS

Kärt Põldmann
Chrome tanned leather, Ecco Leather stock leftovers, 
EVA soles

Shoe - Alexa 2021
PHOTO
MODEL

Elis Jurkatam
Paula-Rebecca Pakkanen

Classic shoes with a combination of 
moccasin and derby. Laces replaced with 
velcro to give them a sportier look.






